
BannerFlex Patent # 4880195

It is the customer’s responsibility
to determine to his/her own
satisfaction that the light poles (or
other poles) are able to withstand
the increased wind load generated
by the installation of one or more
banners of a particular size on that
pole using top and bottom arm
BannerFlex™ brackets.

We recommend that you contact
the pole manufacturer or a
structural engineer to assist in
making this determination.

For older poles, we suggest visual
inspections to determine the
current structural integrity of the
base connection as well as other
portions of the pole, including the
luminaire and its components.

Please read this first:

General Installation Guidelines

Maintenance Guidelines

If you have questions concerning
bracket installation contact your KBW
Sales Representative or the
“Hardware Hotline”

D I S P L A Y  G R O U P

DO NOT RENDER YOUR CONSORT WARRANTY NULL AND VOID,
BE SURE TO READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY!

• Your BannerFlex  brackets will give you years of trouble- free service
when installed and maintained properly.

• It is recommended that a new installation be visually inspected
approximately 30 days after initial installation to insure that banner
brackets are tight and trim, and every 60 days thereafter. Also, the
same inspection should take place after unusually heavy windstorms
as abnormal gusts and flying debris can affect the quality of an
installation.

• Brackets that are properly installed with "double wrapped" banding
should not loosen on the poles. If this does occur, verify that the
banding is proper and that the installation is tight and according to
KBW instructions and Band-It tool instructions.

• Banners that "whip" and "flutter" around with brackets installed top
and bottom are not installed properly. This will cause undue wear and
tear on the banners and may cause the banners eventually to release
from one of the brackets, which can heavily damage the banners.
Avoid this problem with inspections as suggested above. Repair
loosened banners immediately.

• Banners with puckers or stress lines along the fabric are too tight.
Loosen and adjust lower arm until banner is taut but smooth.

• Read these instructions carefully to understand the patented
"canting system", how to "rock" the arms in place and how the
fiberglass arms keep the banners tight.

• Always verify that traffic, such as buses and trucks will not come in
contact with the installed brackets. Make sure the bottom bracket is
high enough.

• Square utility poles that are over 5" in each flat dimension will need
a "square pole adapter plate". See illustration on BACK. Contact your
sales representative for this accessory.

• "Fluted" poles sometimes do not allow an installation to "face" a
particular direction due to the location of the flutes. We have found
that slight angles away from perpendicular, for example, are not
objectionable. Contact your sales representative for assistance.

• These instructions specifically explain Banding the bracket to the
poles. If bolts are used, continue to refer to these instructions for
placement and proper use of the "canting feature."
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Slide buckle onto Band-It by feeding buckle onto band
"teeth first" (see Band-It instructions included w/tool).

Bend end of band under buckle about 2". You can use
a hammer to crease band end down.

Using duct tape, temporarily hold casting in place 
against utility pole at desired height. Note the "top"
designation on the main pole casting is to be up at
all times for casting(s) at both top and bottom of the
banner.

Double wrap Band-It completely around pole at both
the top part of the pole casting and the bottom part
of the pole casting.

Be sure you understand double wrapping before
proceeding.

Tighten the banding according to the instructions
provided with the Band-It tool.

Cut off excess Band-It with Band-It tool.

Pound Band-It down over buckle and pound buckle
tabs over banding to secure each double wrapped
band in place. Remove the duct tape.

Remove "hitch pin" from casting and slide fiberglass
arm assembly into pole casting.
Note: Arms are "canted" so you must be sure the
“KBW” designation is down on the upper arm and up
on the lower arm. Be sure the banner arrows point
toward the banner. Replace “hitch pin”.

Tighten arm in place using an allen wrench on the
four stainless hex head set screws.
Note: Positioning the arm in the middle of the top
casting will allow for future adjustments should you
use banners of differing lengths.

PLEASE READ ALL THE WAY THROUGH BEFORE BEGINNING INSTALLATION:
Start with the top banner bracket by mounting top
main casting(s) first and complete all procedures,
including mounting the banner(s), before mounting
lower casting(s) and lower part of banner(s). This
height is generally about 22' above road level for 94"
tall banners if trucks and buses travel near pole. Vary
for your own use and banner size.

Measure Band-It band and cut pieces so that they are
long enough to wrap around the pole about 2 1/2
times. You will need two of these lengths for the top
casting(s) and two for the bottom casting(s).
Note: Be sure banding will wrap around the pole twice
before the buckle is clamped - this is called
"double-wrapped" banding.



VERY IMPORTANT: It is not necessary to use force
(hammers, etc) to slide lower arm casting into main
pole casting. No special tools are required. Each
bottom arm can be easily "rocked" into position - see
"install" left. "Rock" the arm assembly in the casting
slot by pushing down on the end of the fiberglass
arm and at the same time pressing the metal sleeve
(at the base of the arm) downward. Do this until
banner is tight. The arm will remain in position for
you to tighten the four set screws.
Excessive force (hammering, etc.) will damage the
castings and void the KBW warranty.

Insert the Nylon cable tie or #18 gauge wire through
the grommet(s) in banner(s), put  through opening in
castings or wrap around utility pole and secure or
twist cable or wire. This must be done to secure
banners to pole. Please make sure there are no
obstructions rubbing on banner or tie wire.

Slide banner (top hem) on arm, completely covering
metal sleeve at base of arm so banner is very close
to main pole casting. Each top arm will have a
pronounced upward cant at this time. Grommeted
side of banner is closest to the pole.

Slide second banner on opposite arm if mounting
two banners per pole. Secure with Nylon cable ties
or 18 gauge wire through grommet (see step#16)
and through small hole in arm casting. This holds
banner onto brackets.

Now you are ready to mount lower castings. Pull
banner down to mark pole for location of bottom
casting/arm assembly - Mount bottom casting so that
lowest edge of casting is approximately 2 1/2" lower
than the bottom edge of the banner.

Repeat steps 1-8 to attach bottom casting/arm to
pole Note: Bottom main pole casting should be
mounted with "top" designation up as in step #3.

Slide banner onto bottom arm before inserting arm
assembly into main pole casting. Important: see
illustration on this page to understand how to slide
arm casting into pole casting. When inserted
correctly, bottom arms display a downward "cant"
until banner is tightened between each arm. It will
"bind up" See note in step #15 and illustrations at left
for proper method. Be sure the banner arrows point
towards the banner.
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Bottom of Banner

Bottom of
the bottom
casting 2
1/2" from
bottom
banner.

Bottom Casting

Tighten 4 set screws.

Pull banner tight

Rock outside arm up & down
while pushing down inside arm

Install Remove

2 1/2"

Main pole casting
Hitch pin
4 set screws
Arm & arm casting
Buckle
Band-It & buckle
Band-It Tool
Hex/Allen wrench.

Rock outside arm up & down
while pushing up inside arm
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KBW BannerFlex Warranty
KBW BannerFlex banner brackets are guaranteed for five years against
defects in material and workmanship when installed according to
KBW installation instructions. Remember: Use Band-It® stainless steel
banding (Model #C206, or equivalent) and wrap around the pole and
bracket casting assembly twice (2 times) before clamping the buckles.
Also, inspect your bracket installation 30 days after initial installation
and every 60 days thereafter, making any necessary adjustments
immediately. Brackets that have been damaged by trucks, buses, etc.
or flying debris are not warranted against that type of abuse. Thank
you for selecting KBW.

Caring for your banners
When storing your KBW banners for the season (Note: Other banner
manufacturers caution against ink cracking and peeling if stored
improperly. KBW inks will not crack or peel but we caution against
folding and creasing banner simply from an appearance standpoint):

• Make sure banners are dry before rolling up.
• Always roll banners to prevent creasing. Do not fold.
• Avoid crushing the banners by storing other items on them.

Cleaning KBW banners
1) Lay banners on clean surface such as concrete or asphalt with
slope to drain.

2) Using hose with cold or lukewarm (preferable) water and moderate
velocity spray rinse banners.

3) Using soft bristle brush (test a portion of ink before doing entire 
banner) and mild soap, such as liquid dish soap, wash banners.

4) Rinse and hang to dry.

Note: Do not dry clean banners. Avoid machine washing as agitator
may rub and damage ink.

For Utility poles that have a

square "cross section" where

the faces of the pole measure

over 5" a Square Pole Adapter is

recommended. This allows the

Band-It to apply the proper

pressure onto the Main Bracket

Casting.

Consort will attach adapter and

casting together when requested

with bracket ordered for an

additional charge.

The above information applies to

installations which are "Banded" to

the pole, not bolted. Square Pole

Adapters are not needed on square

utility poles that are attached with

bolts. See illustration below. Please

call if assistance is needed.

Square Pole Info.

Smaller Utility Poles?
If you have poles where smaller banners and brackets are appropriate,
call your KBW Sales Representative for information on our BannerFlex
Jr. bracket, for banners that are 20" x 48" or smaller.

Square Pole Adapter

SQUARE
POLES

WITH 5"
OR WIDER

FACE
NEED A
SQUARE

POLE
ADAPTER

ONLY
WHEN

BANDING
TO POLE.

square pole adapter

pole casting &
casting arm

5" front side
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